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Installing: There is one file you will need to install into your Palm Device:
MultiTask.prc
This file is found either on the CD if you purchased the boxed version of MultiTask II or
in the .zip compressed file if you purchased the electronic version. Both are the same.
Install using the usual method you have set up on your computer using the Palm Desktop application. Generally the Palm Desktop application has told your computer what a
.prc file type is and will automatically place the file in the ‘installer’ if you double click on
the MultiTask.prc file.
Please see the manual from your handheld for other install instructions and options.
After installation you will have a new icon in your handheld’s Launcher area. View and
access the MultiTask icon via the ‘house’ picture on your text entry part of your Palm
Device’s screen.

The Basics... getting started.
The easiest way to learn the features of MultiTask II is to create a simple template for a future project. Follow though the manual to set up this one template – you
can easily delete it later if you decide not to keep the template in your handheld.
In this example, you are a professional book reviewer. As you will see from this
walk-thru, you could simply change the text and timing to use this template for about
anything else (like logging birthdays and the things you have to do before everyone’s
birthday), your imagination is your only limitation. Following this initial demonstration
part of this manual you can find chapters on useful timelines others have used
MultiTask II for setting up templates particular to their daily needs.
A person doing a book review for a magazine has a process they have found
works for them. They may pick a book on their own or they may be assigned a book to
review. They will want to have a timeline in mind in order to stay within their budget.
Time to read the book, so much time to write a review, turn it in, get any response
back, finalize the report, submit the final review for print, and finally turn in the bill.
There are two ways to look at a template. There could be a ‘Starting date’ or a
‘Target/End date’. It doesn’t matter when setting up your templates which it is, but it is
something to keep in mind – which of these dates will you know when you use a
template to start a project or stream of events.

For this example, we will know the ‘Start date’ as that is the day we will be
given the assignment. Some reviewers might have an ‘End date’ of when they have to
have the text turned in. The book review process may be something like:
Received OK to start review of _____ book.
6 days to read the book
2 days to write a general/rough draft of review
Turn the review into the magazine for them to look over to _____
2 days later, contact magazine ____ to find out what they think
Take 1 day to re-write and clean review
Submit the review 2 days later to magazine as the final product
Next day, add up hours and turn bill into ________
Let’s set this up in MultiTask II so that every time we are asked to do a review
we can just enter the Book title once, choose which magazine we are working with
from out address book and our Tasks are all timed out for us. No need to write the
whole schedule and risk missing a step ever again.

Launch MultiTask II via your applications area (launcher) of your handheld.

Here you have access to a list of Templates you have created from the tab at the top of
the screen called “Projects’. The second tab is
your Tasks overview were you can see (and edit)
a listing of all Tasks (built in ToDo items). At the
bottom of the screen is the ‘New’ button to build
a new template.

Tap ‘New’ and enter the name you wish to
know the template by. For the example we will use
“Reviews”. Tap ‘Done’

[If you already have Templates built, you will see a list
of Templates on this screen. If one is selected (chosen) there will be additional buttons for the option to
‘Edit’, ‘Delete’, and ‘Begin’.]

You now have on the screen your overview screen of the parts that make up this
Project. The ‘Start’ box is a reference point
for your use. That way if you have items
that happen before the ‘start’ date and
after that date you would see the point
that is central. This is important where you
have a project based on an end date. All
the items that are to be done leading up to
that date would be on one side. And items
like ‘follow up phone calls’ would be on the
other side of the ‘Start’ box.

At the bottom of the screen is buttons to add items to your Template. These can
be To Do (task) items to appear in your To Do list. And you can also add Appointments
that will appear in your Datebook. Both can be used in the same template.

Tap the ‘To Do’ button.
On this new form is the ‘Interval’ box at the
top. It is default set to ‘Same Day’. That is the same
day as your ‘Start’ date. For this example we will
leave this first item to happen on the ‘Start’ date.
Set the priority from the pull down arrow as
needed, as well as the ‘Private’ optional box.

Category is an important item if you view your
To Do items and your calendar in different category
lists. You can leave it as ‘Unfiled’ for this example but
for other templates you may choose to have your
tasks fall into Personal or Business categories.
These options are based on the options you have set
up via the built in To Do area of your handheld. As an
example – I have added ‘Test’ as a new Category
option in the To Do area and now it appears in the list
of categories to choose from.

Enter the text “Start review of: “ on the lines for
Description.

Tap the Pencil button along the bottom of the
screen to bring up the wild card options. Tap ‘Project
Title’ Now select the ‘Done’ button.

You have now returned to the overview of this particular Template. At the top of the
screen next to the title of this template is two boxes with an arrow between them.
Tapping this changes the view of the template items from viewing two lines to viewing
only one. When templates get long you will want to cycle between these views to get
a narrow or broader view as needed.

At any time while in the template overview screen you can tap a task item to
show the edit screen for that item. A great way to alter one task when your creating a
new project that has one or two items that need different parameters to it without
having to create a whole new template.

The next item is a little reminder that
you’re reading the book and that a deadline is
near. Tapping the ‘+ToDo’ button again will bring
up the new task form again. You will notice that
the ‘Interval’ date has changed to read ‘Next
Day’. We will tap that text to have a Interval edit
box appear. Change the ‘1’ showing to a ‘6’. In
this case we are talking days, but you can see
where weeks and months are options too. The
‘business day’ check box is for if you want the
task to only appear on ‘work’ days – Monday
through Friday. And finally the option to have this
event happen before or after the ‘Start’ date. Tap
the ‘Done’ button.

In the Description field enter the text: “Finish reading:” then choose the Pencil button and “Description”
from the list. Tap ‘Done’ when finished.

Create another Task item, this time to happen a day
after the last item… 7 days from the ‘Start’ date.
Enter the description text: “Start writing review of: “.
Again, choose the Pencil button and tap the “Description” item. Tap ‘Done’ when finished.
Do you see how this is laying out? We are
creating little ‘benchmarks’ timed off our ‘Start’ date
so we are reminded to stay on course.

We are giving ourselves two days to write
the review, and then comes the reminder that it
is time to turn in our report for the review. So we
create another new +ToDo item. We add another
two days to our last ‘7’ days after, so we enter ‘9’
days after as our Interval for this task. This time
we use the text: “Submit report for review:”
Leave two spaces between the word ‘Submit’
and ‘report’. Tap to place the text curser in front
of the word ‘report’ and choose from the Pencil
button to insert the ‘Description’. Now place the
text curser after the word ‘review’ and choose
‘Full Name’ from the Pencil button list. You may
also want to add the ‘Street Address’ from the Pencil button after that. Another option
to ‘Full Name’ would be to use ‘Company’ if your working with the magazine as a
whole rather than a particular contact person.

What we have done here is create a task that will tell us to submit a particular book
report to our contact at the magazine for a review. This is important where we may
have multiple projects all running at the same time. Let your handheld keep things
straight for you, it will make your life much easier than trying to remember what you
were talking about when you started the project or trying to remember who wanted
the review.

We have turned in our report. Let’s give
them a couple days and then ring them up to
find out how it’s coming and if they are ready to
talk. You can always delete this task from your
list if they get back to you first. Tap the ‘+To Do’
button and set an interval a couple days after
when you turned in the report. So this one will
be ‘11’ days after.

Now enter the Description text: “Call about
report.” Notice the extra spaces between call/
about as well about/report. Place your curser
between ‘Call’ and ‘about’ and via the Pencil
button add ‘Full Name’ and ‘Work Phone’. Then
use the Pencil button to add ‘Description’ between ‘about’ and ‘report’. After we tap the
‘Done’ button we now have a task that will
come up telling us to call, whom to call, their
phone number, what we are calling about and
the book title.

Let’s take a day to rework the review. Do we need
to add a task for this? You could do a pleasant
reminder to yourself by adding a task that appears a couple days after the call you made to
the magazine. Create a new ‘+To Do’. Set it for 13
days after. Use some text asking how you’re
doing with the review rewrite – referencing the
project title. In this case the book name per the
‘Description’ wild card from the Pencil button.

It is down to the finish line. Time to send in
the report to the magazine. Create a new task for
your template with the ‘+To Do’ button. Make it
another day after your previous pleasant reminder, 14 days after. Then add text Description
referencing what the action is, the project your
working on and where your sending the finished
review. It might say: “Submit final review of to “ .
Inserting the wild cards of ‘Description’ between
“of” and “to” and “Full

In this case we should end the template with the sending of the final bill to the
magazine. Bring up a new form window with the ‘+To Do’ button. Give yourself a day
to make up the bill and to find an envelope so it will have a Interval of 15 days after.
Using text of: “Send bill for review to “ you
should insert the wild cards of ‘Description’ so
you know what book review your billing for. And
at the end, insert wild cards for the ‘Company
‘Street Address’ ‘City’ ‘State’ and ‘Zip Code’.
Now, when the last task appears on your
handheld you will have what item your billing for
and the complete contact info in one place. Few
pen taps on your Palm device to get the job
completed. There is also the option to instead of
breaking down the address into parts, you could
have chosen to use the wild card of ‘Full Address”.

You could add an event to occur a month later. Maybe a reference that you
should call to see if they wanted a new review done.
After tapping ‘Done’ on each task, you are returned to the project overview
list showing all the tasks making up the project.

Two Line View

Single Line View

Tap ‘Done’ from the project overview screen to return to the list of your templates.
Next to each template is the number of tasks that make up that project.

The day arrives when the call comes into you to do your book
review report.
Launch MultiTask II via your handheld launcher.
Tap the template you wish to us – in this case
‘Reviews’
Tap the ‘Begin’ button at the bottom of the screen

A new form opens where you can choose the
‘Start’ date – use tomorrow by tapping the date box
and then the day on the calendar that shows.
The next text option of ‘Title’ should be the
book your going to do the review on. We can use ‘Old
Boats’ for this example.
In this example, we used the Description as the
wild card in the template as the name of the book we
were working with. This could be used differently
where you may have text explaining the project to
have appear in tasks you choose to use it in.
The ‘Contact’ option box at the bottom can be
tapped to bring up a list of names from your built in Address book. Choose the one
relative to this project. For this example, choose anyone you have in your list, we have
‘Brad Jones’ from Miss Y Magazine .
The “Custom Fields” button will give you the
option to add items to your wild card list to use when
setting up a template.
Tap the ‘Begin’ button to have MultiTask II
create a list of the Tasks that will be created. You have
the option to uncheck tasks that you wont need.
Tap ‘Create’ to have your project populated into
your calendar and To Do list.

From the main screen of MultiTask II you can use the tab at the top to
see your list of Tasks that have been created from this template. You can
also see these via the To Do and Datebook areas. Complete with the book
name your working on and the other wild cards you used.

Specific uses and ideas:
The following is a few ways MultiTask is being used in the wild by actual
users. We hope that by reading though these you may find one that gives you some
thoughts on how MultiTask II can assist you every day.
Don’t forget that your Project Template doesn’t have to contain only Tasks
(ToDo items), you can have Tasks, Appointments (that appear in your Datebook
calendar) or Tasks and Appointments all in one Template.
Another important tip is ‘any day’ versus ‘workdays’. When you are setting up
your template you have the choice for the tasks and appointments be added no
matter what day of the week they fall on as long as they are happen on the set
distance from the ‘Start’ of ‘End’ date. You can also choose to have those template
dates only be assigned to a Business Kay. That way they would only be assigned to
a day between Monday and Friday. If your project doesn’t care what day of the
week it falls on as long as you hit the end date then you wont have the Business
Day’ option chosenk. This option is available on each of the template items so items
that require you to contact another businesses could be locked to business days
while items you do could still appear on the weekend.
Each line item in the following timelines are a different task or appointment in a
single project template. That is the reason you will see a time/date and then the
description. You would use text that means something to you. In these we used text
that would best explain that item in the timeline of the total outline. To fit this manual,
we have taken out a lot of task items in several of these examples. Yours can be as
long or short as you need them to be.
Don’t forget to use the ‘wild cards’ found from the Pencil Button. That way your
Tasks and Appointments will have important information automatically inserted into
them.

Construction Job:
This project layout could vary a bit dependant on if the project has a ‘Start Date’ or a
‘Deliver/End Date’ method. The ‘Start Date’ system would be for construction jobs
where you know when a project needs to get started. While the ‘Deliver/End Date’
system is more based on when the client wants to have it done and not based off of
when your team plans on starting work. Some construction foremen might have two MultiTask II templates built so they could
handle either type of time related work as they come about.
With heavy work on it’s way, plan out how you would like the
project to flow so you can stay on course as thing progress.
First will be if the client says there is a set date the project
must be finished by. A template could be set up in advance for such a project with
these type of items assigned. Here we have ‘+’ being the number of days after the
deliver date and ‘-‘ being the number of days before deliver – end date.
All of these would use wild cards from the pull down options during the initial project
layout setup. So that where there are meetings with the client a wild card would be
used to have the clients contact info on that same task. Or when having to be at the
site for review, the contact address would be used.
-15 days: Review plan with office for final start ‘OK’
-15 days: Calculate number of employees / supplies needed
-14 days: Schedule labor
-12 days: Call in equipment and supplies order
-11 days: Onsite review with client and pre-start walk through
-10 days: Verify equipment and supplies delivery
-9 days: Verify employee turnout and review project plans
-7 days: Onsite review of progress
-6 days: Contact inspector to set day of inspection
-6 days: Follow up on expected concrete delivery
-5 days: Turn in hours to accounting for mid project billing
-3 days: Personal walk through site to confirm progress
-2 days: Verify with client project delivery date and expectations
-1 days: Inspector final review and sign off
9 am day of sign off: Verify clean up for client walk through
End of project: deliver site
+1 day: Turn in hours to accounting for final billing

Construction Job cont:
For a construction job where there is less concern about the delivery date and more
pressure to start on a particular date the project might look like with the ‘-‘ being prior
to the ‘Start Date’ and ‘+’ being after that anchor date.
-7 days: Review plan with office for final start ‘OK’
-7 days: Calculate number of employees / supplies needed
-5 days: Schedule labor
-4 days: Call in equipment and supplies order
-1 days: Onsite review with client and pre-start walk through
Start Date: Verify equipment and supplies delivery
Start Date: Verify employee turnout and review project plans
+2 days: Onsite review of progress
+3 days: Contact inspector to set day of inspection
+3 days: Follow up on expected concrete delivery
+4 days: Turn in hours to accounting for mid project billing
+5 days: Personal walk through site to confirm progress
+6 days: Verify with client project delivery date and expectations
+7 days: Inspector final review and sign off
+8 days: Verify clean up for client walk through
+9 days: deliver site
+11 day: Turn in hours to accounting for final billing
Of course these are just rough layouts that were provided to us and should not be
actually used for a real construction job. Use them to get the layout process started
on your own timeline.

Camping Trip:
A lot of things we do day to day could be better managed with less stress placed on
us at the conclusion if we had planned a little better. Having a plan helps make sure
you have no surprises. Of course in life there are always little things we have no
control over but with a little forethought many hiccups wont be ugly surprises.
While you may want to work with a ‘Start Date’ based outline, most likely you will be
working towards a ‘End Date’ – the day your trip begins. As always, you can have
items in your project that happen after the goal date.
You would use wild cards to name where you are going, maybe the address as
available.
-1 month: locate needed maps / guide books
-60 days: call in reservations
-30 days: Turn in mail hold to post office
-30 days: Contact schools / neighbors as needed
-2 weeks: Layout meal plans
-13 days: Layout shopping list per meal plans needs
-12 days: Make list of needed equipment
-7 days: Food shopping
-6 days: Check/clean cloths for trip
-5 days: Check equipment
-3 days: Check home heat/plumping ok while gone
-2 days: Pack equipment
-1 day: Pack Cloths
9 am day leaving: Fuel and Cash
11 am day leaving: Verify lights off, home secure
Event Date/Time – your on the road
+1 day: Verify equipment condition during unloading
+5 days: Check with contacts at home – everything ok?
+8 days: Back home, check banking
+9 days: Verify mail being delivered again

Camping Trip cont:
Now with a similar template, you would just
choose it from your list of available templates
(you’ve made) within MultiTask II, enter where your
going and the date you want to be there by. You do
not have to count backwards to make sure everything gets completed, you handheld will remind you
when and what needs to be done before you leave.
After your first trip you may find you need to go in and
edit your ‘Camping Trip’ template to better refine it to
your actual needs. You may even need to make different
templates for all the different kinds of trips and vacations you take. A biking trip is
different from a beach trip, which is different from a trip to Disneyland.
It is much easier to layout a trip and it’s related ‘need to complete’ all in one place
with MultiTask II. Instead of leafing around a calendar trying to figure out the parts
needed to hit the travel date.

Project at Work:
Here you have a project to finish or an assignment to manage a group to complete a
project. As with any project, you may have a ‘Start Date’ assigned and you will need
to finish as you are able. More often though, the start date is ‘pretty soon’ and you
have a ‘Deadline Date’ to hit.
For now you will set up your Project Template in MultiTask II to perfectly match a
project you have in mind or maybe in front of you to do. In the future, as other projects
at work come your way you may need to create additional templates or if the changes
are minor you can just edit the one you have already used in the past.
As an example here, you will have a project with a set ‘Completion Date’, having to
start the project in enough time to hit the date with a done product.
-44 days: Review outline of ‘finished’ product spec
-43 days: Break down spec into department needs
-41 days: Meet with employees or departments to arrange labor needs
-41 days: Layout project parts for finish by department/employees
-40 days: Create paperwork associated with benchmarks for employees
-38 days: First meeting with project worker base – introduce project spec
-36 days: Second meeting – follow up for department needs forecasting
-31 days: Weekly progress report meeting
-29 days: Benchmark check on employees
-28 days: Review with accounting ‘on budget’ status
-27 days: Contact Test team for final testing.
-26 days: Weekly progress report meeting – check for phase 2 completion
-25 days: Assembly team meeting for component assembly
-20 days: Review meeting for assembly benchmark
-15 days: Review beta of final project against spec
-14 days: Turn project over to test team
-8 days: Progress report from Test team
-7 days: Meet project teams to review changes needed
-3 days: Review final pre delivery
-3 days: Set up final project presentation time/date
-1 day: Demonstrate that project meets spec
! Deliver final
+1 day: Submit final hours and completion paperwork to accounting
+5 days: Follow up that delivery met spec
+10 days: Verify ‘Success’ Big Check is in your bank account

Project at Work Cont:
OK, so this is particular to this type of project. This happens to be a project that
dealt with a database program being completed for a client. It is pretty realistic
though that when you review a project you have a pretty good idea of the
components that must come together to have a successful deliverable at the deadline. Lay it out and see how close you hit your benchmarks the first time. Then go
back and fine tune the date ranges. Soon you will see that you will feel more comfortable at setting deadlines as you know MultiTask II will have your key points
where they need to be to succeed.

Car Lot Sales:
Are you wondering how we come up with this one to use as an example. Actually the
biggest group of MultiTask success stories we have received has been from sales
folks on the front line. Maybe Autos are not what you are selling, but a successful sale
is the same whether it’s cars or copiers – meet your customer’s needs and stay the
course to make the sale.
You will almost always find product sales are based on
a ‘Start Date’. That will be the first time you learned of a
client’s needs. Which could include a first time meeting
or a referral providing you with your future client’s
contact information.
A well laid out template for a sales person will allow you
to enter the client’s contact information and a bit about their needs right at that first
meeting. MultiTask II inserts your future tasks where they need to be so you don’t
have to worry about missing a beat for the future close.
So, in this case you have a person walking onto the car lot to browse and you
approach them. After your introduction and a few qualifying questions you jot down
their name, any contact info they can get, and the vehicle they are interested in. You
should think of this template as a giant ‘follow up’ to that first meeting. You are working from that momen onwardt, so everything is a plus time as you would not have any
info to enter prior to that first meeting.

Car Lot Sales cont:
9 am next day: research requested vehicle on dealers lot inventory (appt)
11 am next day: research vehicle on other dealers lots (appt)
1 pm next day: follow up phone call to customer (appt)
9 am two days after: follow up with lots on vehicle inventory (appt)
10 am two days after: Check bank info on current lending rate (appt)
3 pm two days after: call customer with info – set up test drive time
:::: you will want to manually enter that test drive in your calendar ::::
+2 days: mail post card to customer (task)
+4 days: courtesy call to customer (task)
+5 days: research vehicle availability (task)
+2 weeks: follow up letter (task)
High pressure sales? Not ours to say, it could be that this sales person is really making
sure their customer has all the info they need so as to build a need to buy from them.
This doesn’t have to be an Auto sales person… this could be a person selling a pump
or any item where you do not know your client till your first meeting. With this template,
the client stays well informed of the facts and you do not have to worry if that person
got all the attention they should have. Item by item, every possible sale gets the full
service.

Cleaning Service – Face to Face Sales:
This is another sales position. But in this case you know who
your client is before you meet. So now you will have items that
happen before and after the first meeting.
When starting this template, you would already know the
company you are going to attempt to sell your services to. As
well, a contact name, address and phone number.
This template is set up where the first face to face meeting is the Marked date you
are working around. There will be items that have to happen before you meet the
perspective client as well as items that must happen afterwards.
This template could be set up where you find a client and you work forward from that
date, so everything in the template happens after the ‘Start/Marked’ date. This example is where you ID a client, call and set up an appointment then that future sales
appointment is your Marked date. The items you must complete prior to that meeting
show up in the proper order and with enough time for you to complete them so you
have everything in place when you walk through their door. To make this template
works for your specific product, when you first lay it out you have to count backwards
taking into mind how long it takes you to complete the pre-meeting points. In this
template we are setting up our meetings about two weeks prior to the first face to
face so we have time to build and review our presentation documents.

Cleaning Service – Face to Face Sales cont:
- 11 days: Confirm Meeting Time/Date/Location
- 10 days: Review any information available on floor plans/layouts
- 10 days: Insert Client info into PDF version of services offering – Print
:::: a very important timing step if you use an outside printer ::::
- 8 days: Calculate possible charges for services
- 6 days: Review calculations for any additional items – correctness
- 6 days: Print Quote
- 5 days: Assemble Quote, Cover Letter, and Services Offerings
- 3 days: Review assembled presentation
- 1 day: Reminder of pending meeting
10 AM: Meeting (appointment)
+1 day: Follow up with new quote based on exact client provided info
+1 day: Set up follow up meeting
+ 2 days: Print contact

The actual meeting time can be fine tuned by going to the template, choosing to edit it
and changing the start time of the meeting appointment (note, it’s an appointment
rather than a task as it has a specific time). Then returning to the template screen to
tap ‘begin’ and enter the information on the client.
On these types of sales opportunities, you will start
off by entering the contact information into the Palm
handheld’s address book as you know it prior to
starting your MultiTask II template. Thus, the majority
of the template tasks will reference that contact’s
name rather than having to enter all that information
into the ‘begin’ - ‘Description’ form. Making things
easier to set up and faster to activate the template
when needed.

School event – Soccer match:
Soccer, football, basketball, track meet… any of those items that you need to be
at and don’t want to forget something till the last second.
Like our other templates timelines here, this one was provided by a user who
may have different school requirements than you have. But this can give you a
starting point to remember things that need to be done in your everyday life. Why
try to remember each little item every time the event is going to happen. Instead,
let MultiTask II fill in the blanks to help you with your list.
This template is built around the fact that you know when the event is going to be
so this is for the items that need to be timed out before the event.
+12 days: Release forms completed for event – returned to school
+7 days: Food items needed for event – add to shopping list
+5 days: Arrange for other family member’s needs?
::: this task in your template might be more specific if you know one of your
children will need to go to grandmothers’ house or has eating issues that must be
address prior to the event :::
+4 days: Check uniform – clean
+3 days: Confirm game is still on schedule – check standings
+2 days: Pack uniform and accessories
::: this might not be a requirement of yours but your Tasks can apply to others
under your supervision :::
+ 1 day: Assemble food items
Same day: Event day
4 PM Event

